S&P INDICES VERSUS ACTIVE FUNDS SCORECARD
(SPIVA  AUSTRALIA SCORECARD)

Summary




A majority of active funds underperformed their respective
benchmarks across all asset classes studied in the SPIVA Australia
Scorecard. With the exception of the Australian equity small-cap
category, at least 70% of active retail funds underperformed the
benchmark over the last year. The same is true for the three-year
period.
Over the last five years, approximately 69% of active retail Australian
equity general funds failed to beat the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation
index. The portion of funds that failed to beat the index increased to
an even larger majority across the one-year and three-year time
periods, with at least 72% of active Australian equity funds failing to
beat the index.



Active Australian equity small-cap funds significantly outperformed
the benchmark across all periods studied in this report. Over the last
five years, almost 80% of active Australian equity small-cap funds
outperformed the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index. Both the equaland asset-weighted average returns of the active fund category far
outperformed the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index across all periods
studied.



Almost 90% of active international equity general funds
underperformed relative to the benchmark over the last year. Over
both three- and five-year periods, at least 72% of international
equities general funds failed to beat the index. The asset-weighted
returns of this category are also converging closer toward equalweight returns for the first time since the SPIVA Australia Scorecard
was introduced in August 2009, suggesting that larger funds are not
performing as well as they did in previous periods.



All active retail Australian bond funds studied in this report failed to
beat the S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index over the last year.
Similarly, 92% of funds in this category underperformed the index over
a five-year period, which is also consistent with the poor survivorship
rates for the category. Over the last five years, active Australian bond
funds suffered the lowest survivorship rate across the universe of
funds studied in this report, as approximately 30% of active bond
funds failed to survive.



In spite of the poor peer group performance of active Australian bond
funds relative to the index, the equal-weighted average return of the
peer group outperformed other asset classes over a five-year period.
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Approximately 86% of active Australian A-REIT funds failed to beat the S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index over
the last year. However, the portion that underperformed falls to approximately 65% over a five-year
period. Active Australian equity A-REIT funds enjoyed among the highest survivorship rates when
compared to the other active categories covered in the SPIVA Australia Scorecard.



The asset-weighted returns of all peer groups observed in this report are higher than their respective
equal-weighted returns across nearly every time period that has been observed, indicating that larger
funds generally perform better in each of these peer groups.

A UNIQUE SCORECARD FOR THE ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE DEBATE
The S&P Dow Jones Indices Active Versus Passive Funds Scorecard (SPIVA Australia Scorecard) presents the
performance of actively managed mutual funds as compared to relevant benchmark indices. Covering funds in
Australia and comparing them to various Australian market indices in their respective categories, the popularity of
SPIVA stems from a few unique attributes:



Survivorship bias correction: Many funds might be liquidated or merged during a period of study.
However, for someone making an investment decision at the beginning of the period, these funds
are part of the opportunity set. Unlike other commonly available comparison reports, the SPIVA
Scorecard accounts for the entire opportunity set – not just the survivors – thereby eliminating
survivorship bias.



Apples-to-apples comparison: Fund returns are often compared to those of popular benchmarks
regardless of their investment category. SPIVA Scorecards avoid this pitfall by measuring a fund’s
returns against the returns of a benchmark appropriate for that particular investment category.



Asset-weighted returns: Average returns for a fund group are often calculated using only equal
weighting, which results in the returns of an AUD 10 billion fund affecting the average in the same
manner as the returns of an AUD 10 million fund. Equal-weighted returns measure average fund
performance, while asset-weighted returns measure the performance of the average invested
dollar. The SPIVA Scorecard offers both equal- and asset-weighted averages.

The SPIVA Australia Scorecard builds upon the reputation and success of the SPIVA Scorecard in the United
States, where it has been widely recognized among financial advisors, institutional investors and the media. Like its
global counterparts, the SPIVA Australia Scorecard does not make investment recommendations or offer comments
on the suitability of either index or active investing. The Scorecard simply reports periodic data according to the
SPIVA methodology and provides a brief analysis. To better understand how the data is derived, please see the
methodology beginning on page 3 of this document.
SPIVA Scorecards are the only comprehensive, periodic and publicly available sources of such data, and can be
found online at www.spindices.com/spiva.
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UNDERSTANDING BEFORE INVESTING
Like all forms of investing, managed fund investing must begin with understanding not only the funds, but also the
fund categories being considered. SPIVA Scorecards go beyond providing simple performance data for each fund
category to offer detailed apples-to-apples comparisons corrected for survivorship bias, as well as asset- and equalweighted peer averages.
We believe that planners, brokers and investors should be aware of the overall objectives and costs of their actively
managed funds, and should understand the experience, investment styles and strategies of their fund managers.
They should also understand the strengths and weaknesses of the funds’ performance benchmarks and available
passive investment vehicles. The SPIVA Scorecards serve as clean, unbiased reports on the ongoing active versus
passive debate. Readers will need to make their own judgments about where to invest, and just as importantly,
where not to invest. The Nobel Prize-winning professor, William F. Sharpe, sums it up:
Should everyone index everything? The answer is resoundingly no. In fact, if everyone indexed, capital markets
would cease to provide the relatively efficient security prices that make indexing an attractive strategy for some
investors. All the research undertaken by active managers keeps prices closer to values, enabling indexed
investors to catch a free ride without paying the costs. Thus there is a fragile equilibrium in which some investors
choose to index some or all of their money, while the rest continue to search for mispriced securities.
Should you index at least some of your portfolio? This is up to you. I only suggest that you consider the option. In
the long run, this boring approach can give you more time for more interesting activities such as music, art,
literature, sports, and so on. And it very well may leave you with more money as well.
1
William F. Sharpe, 2002

SPIVA METHODOLOGY
Data
®

We obtain a data feed of monthly fund data from Morningstar Australia covering all managed funds for which data
are available for a given month-end date during the performance period. The data feed includes the most
comprehensive Australian data on active, closed and finalized (merged or liquidated) funds over the chosen period.
We apply the following filters to ensure that an equitable comparative analysis is made:




Only open-end unlisted retail unit trusts are selected.
Small funds with less than AUD 5 million in market capitalization are excluded in an effort to report
on fund performance that predominantly relates to investor experience. To this end, we remove as
many versions, or share classes, of a fund as possible.

The following identifiers are available on a monthly basis:









Fund name
Fund identifier
Month and year
Fund returns for the month, including distributions
Fund assets under management in that month
Fund categorization in that month
Management type, i.e., whether the fund is indexed or actively managed

We then limit our subset using the following filters:


1

We choose funds that are actively managed, excluding index funds.

www.stanford.edu/~wfsharpe/art/talks/indexed_investing.htm
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We remove funds that lack information on assets under management for any three-month range
within the previous sixty months. Therefore, if a fund is missing net asset data for a given month, a
search is conducted over three months in an effort to populate that data field. Should a threemonth search fail to yield net asset data, the fund is then removed from the analysis. We remove
these funds because the report on asset-weighted returns cannot be computed without fund asset
information, and we wish to use a consistent data set across the four main reports provided in the
SPIVA Australia Scorecard.

Fund Categories
We choose funds that have, at any point in the previous 60 months, been classified in at least one of the following
categories:







Australian Equity General
Australian Equity Small-Cap
Australian Equity Real Estate
International Equity General
Australian Fixed Income

These categories, we believe, represent the primary categories of interest for Australian fund investors and were
derived from the Morningstar Australia fund classification policy. The Morningstar classification system produces
narrow style-based classifications for funds, particularly in relation to Australian and international equities. We have
consolidated the style-based categories in order to generate a larger sample size and develop a broad-market
comparison to market-based benchmarks. A narrow style-based comparison would yield a limited sample size
given that distinct value and growth style segments are not consistently discernible over the last five years. We
have mapped Morningstar categories to SPIVA peer groups in the following manner:
Morningstar Category

SPIVA Category

Equity Region Australia Large Value
Equity Region Australia Large Blend

Australian Equity General

Equity Region Australia Large Growth
Equity Region Australia Mid/Small Value
Equity Region Australia Mid/Small Blend

Australian Equity Small-Cap

Equity Region Australia Mid/Small Growth
Equity Region World Large Value
Equity Region World Large Blend

International Equity General

Equity Region World Large Growth
Australian Bonds
Equity Sector Australia - Real Estate

Australian Bond
Australian Equity A-REIT

It is very unlikely that funds will change from one category to another due to the broad nature of the groups that
have been selected, which allows the SPIVA Scorecards to provide consistent comparisons over time.

Benchmarks
The chosen benchmarks are shown in the table below. All index returns are total returns (i.e., include dividend
reinvestment) in Australian dollars. There has been no deduction from index returns to account for fund investment
expenses. Active fund returns are after expenses, but do not include loads and entry fees.
McGraw-Hill
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SPIVA Category

Market Index

Australian Equity General

S&P/ASX 200 Index

Australian Equity Small-Cap

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index

International Equity General

MSCI World Ex Australia Index

Australian Bond

S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index

Australian Equity A-REIT

S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index

The benchmarks chosen are the most commonly adopted benchmarks for funds that fall into the respective fund
peer groups. In some instances, a fund may not adopt the benchmarks stipulated above. However, a vast majority
do set their performance hurdle based on the assigned benchmarks in this report, ensuring that the study is robust
and fair.

SCORECARD RESULTS
Australian Equity General Funds: Active Funds Underperform
The performance of Australian equity funds has been of particular interest to Australian investors, who tend to
allocate a large portion of their fund investments to domestic equities. The Australian equity market is significantly
concentrated in that almost two-thirds of the market is allocated between Resources and Financials, and the top 50
stocks account for nearly 70% of the capitalization of the S&P/ASX 200. As a result, a large majority of the tradable
opportunity set in Australia is heavily researched and considered highly efficient.
The S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index posted a positive first half for 2012 by returning 7.74%. However, this result
was not enough to offset the negative end to 2011. As result, the index is down by 6.7% for the one-year period
(June 2011 – June 2012), signaling another difficult year for domestic equity investors. With heightened uncertainty
and variability of returns, it is evident that active funds have failed to establish any clear advantage over the
benchmark index since a clear majority of funds failed to beat the index across all periods observed in the report.
Report 1 shows that as of 30 June 2012, 72.73% of funds failed to beat the benchmark index YTD. Over the fiveyear period, the index beat 69% of active Australian equity funds, which is consistent with observations made in
previous editions of the Scorecard. Report 3 and Report 4 show that the asset-weighted returns of active Australian
equity funds (indicating the average return of an invested dollar) exceeded the equal-weighted returns (indicating
the average return of a fund) across all periods observed in the report. Therefore, there is evidence to suggest that
larger funds are performing better than smaller funds. When compared to other categories studied in this report,
the active Australian equity general funds suffered the lowest equal-weighted returns over the last year.
As shown in Report 2, active funds displayed an 81.56% survivorship rate over the five-year period, which is largely
consistent with other peer groups observed in this report.

Australian Equity Small-Cap Funds: Strong Active Performance
Stocks within the small-cap opportunity set are relatively under-researched when compared to large-cap stocks,
better enabling active asset managers to take advantage of any mispricing opportunities in the market. The
S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index is also much less concentrated when compared to the S&P/ASX 200 Index,
meaning that the small-cap equity market is not holding a large portion of funds within relatively few securities. The
notion that small-cap stocks are relatively under-researched has panned out in the Australian market, where the
S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index failed to beat a very large majority of active Australian Equity Small-Cap funds
across all time periods. Almost 80% of all Australian equity small-cap funds beat the index over periods of one year
or more. Equal- and asset-weighted average returns in Report 3 and Report 4 also show that active funds in this
category outperformed the index across all time periods by a significant margin. Asset-weighted returns are
moderately higher when compared to equal-weighted returns across all periods observed in this report. The peer
group demonstrated superiority over the index and the equal-weight returns also show that Australian equity smallcap funds outperformed all other equity peer groups in this report over a five-year period. Survivorship of active
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funds in this peer group is relatively robust, at 82.89% over the five-year period, ranking highest among other peer
groups over the same period.

International Equity General Funds: Investors Find Quality Among Poor
Performers
In addition to equity risk, many international equity funds carry currency risk. Foreign exchange markets can have a
profound impact on the risk profile of international equity funds, and therefore, influence the comparative fund
returns within the peer group, which does not distinguish between funds that hedge their currency exposure and
those that don’t. As shown in Report 1, close to 73% of funds failed to beat the MSCI World Accumulation Index
over the last five years, increasing to approximately 88% when only the last year is taken into account. Report 3
shows that in equal-weighted terms, active funds in this peer group consistently underperformed relative to the
index across all time periods. Report 4 shows that the asset-weighted returns of the international equity general
peer group substantially outperformed the index over a five-year period. However, the asset-weighted returns of
this category are also converging closer toward equal-weight returns for the first time since the Scorecard was
introduced, suggesting that larger funds are not performing as well as they did in previous periods. Report 2 shows
that funds in this category also have among the lowest survivorship rates over periods of three years or more.

Australian Bond Funds: Index Superiority with a Nuance
The S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index outperformed a vast majority of the active diversified bond funds in
the Australian market across all time periods. As shown in Report 1, the index outperformed all of the active funds
observed in this Scorecard over the last year. The result moderately improves for the active fund category over the
three-year period, with 75.76% of funds delivering returns below the benchmark. Australian bond funds also have
the lowest survivorship rate of all the asset classes, as illustrated in Report 2, which shows a 73.68% survivorship
rate over the last five years. This is the lowest survivorship rate that has been observed since the Scorecard was
first introduced to the Australian market. Report 3 and Report 4 show asset-weighted returns consistently higher
than equally-weighted returns, offering some evidence that larger active Australian bond funds perform better than
smaller Australian bond funds. The asset-weighted returns of the peer group, however, still fail to beat the index
returns across all periods observed. Before drawing sweeping conclusions about the merits of bond-based indices
and active bond funds, it is important to consider that unlike a stock index, a broad bond index is not truly replicable;
it is a measure of the market, rather than a replicable passive portfolio. Typically, passive bond portfolios hold only
a small fraction of the index’s securities and use optimization algorithms to match benchmarks, not unlike active
funds’ use of quantitative screens to beat benchmarks.

Australian Equity A-REIT Funds: Survival of the Fittest?
As shown in Report 1, the S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index outperformed approximately 86.42% of active funds in the
last year. However, the proportion that was outperformed by the index decreased to approximately 65.12% over
five years. This active fund category enjoys the highest survivorship rate over a three-year period, as well as the
second-highest survivorship rate of the last five years when compared to other peer groups, as shown in Report 2.
Report 4 shows that the peer group marginally outperformed the index on an asset-weighted basis over the last
five-years. However, the index prevailed as the clear winner across all other periods observed.
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REPORTS
Report 1: Percentage of Funds Outperformed by the Index
This report corrects for any survivorship bias and shows the percentage of funds that were outperformed by the
comparison benchmark index over the quarter, as well as the one-, three- and five-year periods. We begin with the
funds listed in a category at the beginning of the period and report the percentage of funds that have
underperformed the index. The fund’s category at the end of the period is not considered, since the category of
interest is the one at the beginning of the holding period. Therefore, fund category changes do not unduly impact
the results in this report.
Report 1: Percentage of Funds Outperformed by the Index
QTR
(%)

OneYear (%)

ThreeYear (%)

FiveYear (%)

S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index

72.59

72.73

81.12

69.01

Australian Equity Small-Cap

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index

16.00

15.79

20.73

20.78

International Equity General

MSCI World Ex Australia Index

84.25

88.37

80.99

72.92

Australian Bonds

S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index

90.32

100.00

75.76

92.11

Australian Equity A-REIT

S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index

93.59

86.42

88.37

65.12

Fund Category

Comparison Index

Australian Equity General

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Morningstar. Data as of June 30, 2012. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is not
a guarantee of future results.
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Report 2: Survivorship
This report shows the number of funds that existed in a particular category at the beginning of the period in
question, as well as the percentage of funds that survived until the end of the period. Once again, the fund’s
category at the end of the period is not considered, since the category of interest is the one at the beginning of the
holding period.
Report 2: Survivorship
Fund Category

No. of Funds at Start

Survivorship (%)

262
75
127
31
78

93.51
94.67
95.28
100.00
93.59

265
76
129
31
80

92.45
93.42
93.02
100.00
91.25

286
81
141
33
85

84.27
83.95
83.69
84.85
85.88

282
76
143
38
85

81.56
82.89
76.92
73.68
82.35

QTR
Australian Equity General
Australian Equity Small-Cap
International Equity General
Australian Bonds
Australian Equity A-REIT
One-Year
Australian Equity General
Australian Equity Small-Cap
International Equity General
Australian Bonds
Australian Equity A-REIT
Three-Year
Australian Equity General
Australian Equity Small-Cap
International Equity General
Australian Bonds
Australian Equity A-REIT
Five-Year
Australian Equity General
Australian Equity Small-Cap
International Equity General
Australian Bonds
Australian Equity A-REIT

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Morningstar. Data as of June 30, 2012. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes.
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Report 3: Equal-Weighted Fund Returns
This report shows the equal-weighted average returns of funds in a particular category for the quarter as well as the
one-, three- and five-year periods. The eligible population in a given category is determined on a monthly basis.
For every month in the period, we calculate the simple average return of all the existing funds in each category. We
then compound the returns from all the months in the period. These returns are compared to the respective
benchmark index returns. Note that the population of funds used in the averaging process one month might differ
from that used the next month since some funds could have merged or liquidated, new funds could have been
formed and some funds could have switched categories.
Most reports that purport to show average active fund performance report on the funds in a category at the end of
the period, and then take the average of their historical returns. The SPIVA methodology offers a more accurate
picture of active fund performance by calculating the average performance of the active funds in existence in a
given category each month – not just at the end of the period.
Report 3: Equal-Weighted Fund Returns
Index/Peer Group
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
Australian Equity General
S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index
Australian Equity Small-Cap
MSCI World Ex Australia Index
International Equity General
S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index
Australian Bonds
S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index
Australian Equity A-REIT

QTR (%)

One-Year
(%)

Three-Year
Annualized (%)

Five-Year
Annualized (%)

-4.68
-5.62

-6.71
-7.58

5.65
4.29

-4.00
-4.27

-15.30
-10.54

-14.61
-7.15

3.39
11.22

-8.89
-3.47

-3.83
-5.38

0.10
-3.63

3.01
1.22

-6.10
-7.22

4.78
3.86

13.09
10.35

8.91
8.28

8.51
7.20

8.76
7.96

11.04
9.83

12.27
11.02

-12.26
-12.85

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Morningstar. Data as of June 30 2012. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is not
a guarantee of future results.
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Report 4: Asset-Weighted Fund Returns
This report shows the asset-weighted average returns of funds in a particular category for the quarter as well as the
one-, three- and five-year periods. The eligible population in a given category is determined on a monthly basis.
For every month in the period, we calculate the average return by weighting each fund’s return by its month-end
assets. We then compound the returns from all the months in the period and compare the returns to the benchmark
returns. Note that the funds used in the averaging process in one month might not be the same as those used the
next month since some funds could have merged or liquidated, new funds could have been formed and some funds
could have switched categories.
Report 4: Asset-Weighted Fund Returns
Index/Peer Group
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
Australian Equity General
S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Index
Australian Equity Small Cap
MSCI World Ex Australia Index
International Equity General
S&P/ASX Australian Fixed Interest Index
Australian Bonds
S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index
Australian Equity A-REIT

QTR (%)

One-Year
(%)

Three-Year
Annualized (%)

Five-Year
Annualized(%)

-4.68
-5.28

-6.71
-7.09

5.65
4.45

-4.00
-3.80

-15.30
-10.00

-14.61
-6.02

3.39
11.62

-8.89
-3.03

-3.83
-5.21

0.10
-2.97

3.01
1.05

-6.10
-5.02

4.78
3.94

13.09
10.94

8.91
8.77

8.51
7.63

8.76
7.60

11.04
9.76

12.27
11.06

-12.26
-12.22

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, Morningstar. Data as of June 30, 2012. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is not
a guarantee of future results
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Disclaimer
Copyright © 2012 by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a subsidiary of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Standard & Poor’s, S&P and SPIVA are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”), a subsidiary of The
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Dow Jones is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”). Trademarks have
been licensed to S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part are prohibited without written
permission. This document does not constitute an offer of services in jurisdictions where S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P or their
respective affiliates (collectively “S&P Dow Jones Indices”) do not have the necessary licenses. All information provided by S&P Dow Jones
Indices is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. S&P Dow Jones Indices receives compensation in
connection with licensing its indices to third parties. Past performance of an index is not a guarantee of future results.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through investable instruments
based on that index. S&P Dow Jones Indices does not sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or manage any investment fund or other investment
vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to provide an investment return based on the performance of any index. S&P Dow Jones
Indices makes no assurance that investment products based on the index will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment
returns. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC is not an investment advisor, and S&P Dow Jones Indices makes no representation regarding the
advisability of investing in any such investment fund or other investment vehicle. A decision to invest in any such investment fund or other
investment vehicle should not be made in reliance on any of the statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are advised to
make an investment in any such fund or other vehicle only after carefully considering the risks associated with investing in such funds, as
detailed in an offering memorandum or similar document that is prepared by or on behalf of the issuer of the investment fund or other vehicle.
Inclusion of a security within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered
to be investment advice.
These materials have been prepared solely for informational purposes based upon information generally available to the public from sources
believed to be reliable. No content contained in these materials (including index data, ratings, credit-related analyses and data, model, software
or other application or output therefrom) or any part thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse-engineered, reproduced or distributed in any
form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices. The Content
shall not be used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P Dow Jones Indices and its third-party data providers and licensors (collectively
“S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties”) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Dow Jones
Indices Parties are not responsible for any errors or omissions, regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content. THE
CONTENT IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS. S&P DOW JONES INDICES PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT’S FUNCTIONING WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no event shall
S&P Dow Jones Indices Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in
connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
S&P Dow Jones Indices keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and
objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P Dow Jones Indices may have information that is not available to
other business units. S&P Dow Jones Indices has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public
information received in connection with each analytical process.
In addition, S&P Dow Jones Indices provides a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities,
investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive fees
or other economic benefits from those organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate, include in
model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.
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